
BLOXHAM GROVE WINDMILL, Oxfordshire 
 
Notes on visit, 11th January 2007, 
Dave Pearce 
 
 
Introduction 
Bloxham Grove Post Mill was inspected by myself and members of the Friends of Bloxham 
Grove Windmill during the afternoon of 11th January 2007, during poor weather (high winds 
and squalls).  The purpose of the inspection was to make an initial assessment of the level of 
repairs which would be needed to conserve the windmill, bearing in mind the Friends’ 
eventual wish to return it to working order. 
 

Fig.1,2 The mill is a small common sailed post mill built in about 1865 for Mr Henry Warriner, and, I 
suggest, designed by him [see Background Information].  It stands on the Bloxham Grove 
estate.  It would seem that the estate was run as a model farm, and a further notable survival is 
the steam mill, including single cylinder steam engine1 and iron mill work  (cf  W.R.B 
Foreman, 1983). 
 
The estate was sold out of the Warriner family in 1915, but it appears that the windmill was 
still in occasional use up to around 1939.  Some repairs were carried out in 1957, possibly to 
the sails only:  it seems that £50 was spent jointly by the then owners Trinity College, Oxford 
and by the County Council  (Buckland, 1995). 
 
Local legend has it that the mill was operated at least once after later repairs mentioned by 
Wilf Foreman were carried out. 
 
General Preliminary 
It is clear that the Friends will have to use judgment on many occasions during repairs to the 
mill, for example concerning aspects which are not capable of simple visual inspection.   The 
internal condition of major timbers is a case in point.  For the protection of myself and of the 
Friends I have added a series of caveats at the end of these notes.  I hope the Friends will take 
the caveats in good part, which is how they are intended.  
 
The post mill has a number of major structural components for which there is no engineering 
redundancy.  If any fail the mill will collapse.  Examples are the Main Post, each of the 
Quarter Bars, the Cross Trees, and the Crown Tree.  If other individual components were to 
fail, for example a Side Girt, the mill would again be in serious danger although it might not 
collapse immediately.     
 
Hidden internal decay or defects are possible, either in the timbers or in secret mortise and 
tenon joints or in ironwork associated with the timbers.   For example although the Main Post 
appeared to be in reasonable condition2, there could be hidden defects which would cause it to 
fail.    
 
Similarly failure of iron components such as the windshaft or sail cross would clearly cause 
significant problems.  Our brief inspection can say nothing about the progress of any cracking 
in the windmill’s iron components.  
  
Trestle & Piers 
While the Post appears to be original, the rest of the trestle has been rebuilt.  It differs in detail 
from Wilf Foreman’s drawing, published in ‘Oxfordshire Mills’, suggesting that the new 
trestle was part of the repair work which Wilf suggested might be carried out around the time 

1  Supplied by Lampitt’s of Banbury according to Wilf Foreman 
2 There are shakes in the timber:  it would be necessary to consider carefully whether the 
existing steel or iron bands are sufficient, or if further steel band(s) are needed. 

                                                 



of writing the book (published 1983).3  A number of errors were made in rebuilding the 
trestle:   
 

• The replacement Cross Trees are narrower than the originals.  They need packing 
 Fig.3 into the post haunches.  Otherwise there is a significant danger of the Post and Buck 

moving during a storm.  This could, to say the least, be highly dangerous. 
 

• The Quarter Bars are not properly jointed into the Cross Trees.   Wilf’s drawing 
shows a ‘saw tooth’ pattern of bird’s mouth joint in the original, which would have 
been acceptable.   The current quarter bars may have positive location in the form of 
a hidden tenon into the cross tree.  Failing that location is provided by bolt through 
the quarter bar-cross tree joint.  The state of the bolts within the timber is unclear.    
Steel strops, one per quarter bar, should be fitted to the quarter bar/cross tree joints.  
These will also give a clearer indication of approaching failure.  In due course new 
quarter bars should be fitted with proper bird’s mouth joints, but retaining the 
ironwork.  This arrangement will give good protection against failure of the Quarter 
Bar/Cross Tree joints, which would lead directly to collapse of the mill. 

 
• The square iron or steel band around the post just above the cross tree haunches is 

loose.  To do any good this band needs to be wedged so that it grips the Post tightly.  
 

Ideally the Cross Trees would not sit directly on the tops of the piers:  they would instead rest 
on wooden fillets placed on the piers, in order to improve ventilation and reduce the likelihood 
of the underside of the Cross Tree rotting.  This should be arranged when the trestle is next 
rebuilt. 
 

Fig.3 The post horns are blocked up solid with timber and banded.  Stephen Buckland states that an 
iron stud or bolt is run up the centre of the post from the bottom.  He stated that the slot in the 
post holds the nut (and no doubt washer) on the top of the bolt.  The existence of this stud or 
bolt was not suspected during our visit.  It is probably a unique feature, and serves a 
significant purpose, especially in a small mill.  If the trestle were to lift the bolt holds the cross 
trees and post together, reducing the likelihood of the trestle falling apart and the mill 
toppling.  (Of course the trestle being fixed to the piers makes it less likely that the trestle 
would lift, see below.)  The Friends should check that this centre bolt is still in place and 
serviceable.  A possible initial approach would be to try to loosen it slightly, and then tighten 
again.  
 

Fig.3-5 The Piers were of brick, capped by a stone block.  
Fig.4 One pier has had the stone block replaced by concrete, presumably at the last repair.   
Fig.3 Other piers show signs of decay, needing at least re-mortaring of the brickwork. 
Fig.5 One pier is clearly in a poor state, requiring rebuilding of the brickwork and renewal of the 

stone cap.  
 

Fig.3-5 It should be noted that the piers are vital to the stability of the mill.  A small post mill on a 
small trestle, like Bloxham Grove, is unstable even in light winds, unless it is securely held 
down.  This was realised at Bloxham, and the cross trees are fixed to the heavy piers by iron 
straps attached to pairs of bolts or studs built into the piers.    
 
A deficiency of the design is that the state of the retaining studs within the piers cannot readily 
be checked.  It would be better if: 
(a)   the bottoms of each pair of  retaining studs were coupled by a horizontal steel plate set  
in an open ’ tunnel’ running transversely through the pier near the ground.  The plate would 
be tightened against the underside of the brickwork, so that if the mill were to start to lift it 
would have to lift the main bulk of the pier. 

3 There is some evidence that these repairs may not have been carried out till after 1991.  For 
example Stephen Buckland’s drawing dated 29/12/91 shows a quarter bar/cross tree joint still 
having dovetail mortises as in Wilf’s drawing (Buckland, 1995).  The current timbers do not 
have these mortises.  I suggest we may never know when the trestle took on its current form:  
my current favoured guess is c1987 as suggested by Buckland. 

                                                 



(b)      the retaining studs were housed in plastic tubes grouted into the brickwork.  This would 
allow the studs to be removed and inspected from time to time. 
 
Buck 
The Buck is generally built to joinery standard, and on the whole is in reasonable condition.  
Points to note are: 
 

• The buck is significantly head sick.  The photographs indicate that the body has 
Fig.2,3 distorted by about 4°.  A photograph, said to date from 1910, in Wilf Foreman’s book 

shows the mill with similar head-sickness4. 
 

The problem is due to the complete lack of diagonal bracing in the Buck.   It is 
advised that steel diagonal bracing be fitted to the framing on both sides of the Buck 
interior, to stabilise the structure. 
 

Fig.3 A problem resulting from the head-sickeness is that the sails might strike the Brick 
Piers, particularly if the mill were to be worked in a strong wind.  It would be 
appropriate to fit turnbuckles to the proposed diagonal bracing.  This would allow a 
degree of straightening of the Buck.  It is not proposed that the Buck be straightened 
more than required to ensure that the sails clear the brickwork. 

 
• The Crown Tree appears to be in good order.  Interestingly it has been extended  

Fig.7 backwards, first by a substantial beam which carries the meal spout, and then by a 
thinner wooden plate.   It is assumed that these two extension timbers are firmly fixed 
to the Crown Tree.   

 
The upper section of the Main Post is turned, and surrounded by a substantial iron 
band at the top.  On the top of the post is a metal disk.  There is probably a centre 
gudgeon or pintle fixed to the top of the post, and around which the crown tree and 
buck would turn to face the wind. 5 
 

Fig.10 At the Post collar level there is a leather band intended to prevent dirt and damp 
ingress.  The band has become detached.  It would be appropriate to refit it.  

 
• An interesting and concerning feature is that the Corner Posts (Front and Rear Inner) 

Fig.8 are not supported at the Side Girts via any form of shoulder joint.  Here Bloxham 
Grove differs from all other known ‘serious’ UK postmills.  It is presumed that there 
are secret mortise and tenon joints at Bloxham, combined with screws [or tie bolts] in 
shear.  If these joints give trouble a significant rebuild would be indicated.  It would 
be advisable at that stage to include shoulder  joints in the rebuild.6 

 
• The Bottom Side Rails and the feet of the corner posts are showing decay.  I would 

Fig.9 advise removing the Bottom Side Rails and replacing them in oak.   The corner posts 
and studs could be taken back to good wood, and coupled to the bottom side rails by 
simple steel brackets. 

 
A less good alternative would be to retain the bottom side rails, treating them thoroughly with 
preservative.  Steel work would be needed to strengthen the side rails, and to hold the lower 
parts of the body together. 

 
• It would be advisable to fit a bar at around waist height at the rear of the Buck, to 

prevent anybody from accidentally stepping out of the mill, for example if the mill 

4 The photograph is thought to be much later. 
5 The gudgeon or pintle were not visible of course, and their state will have to be inferred.   
Further the state of the Crown Tree would also have to be inferred.    
6 There is an error by Wilf Foreman in his important drawing of the mill.  Wilf shows the side 
girt continuing all the way to the rear corner post.  In fact it stops at the inner rear corner post 
(Fig.4).  Interestingly this suggests that the design of the buck was based on that of a post mill 
which had been extended rearwards at some stage.  

                                                 



were working.  This safety bar would be either lifted out to allow access, or pivoted 
at one end so it could be rotated out of the way.  

 
The interior of the mill is dry, and the Roof and cladding are clearly successfully keeping the 
weather out. 
 

Fig.6,7 The internal machinery seems to be in good order on the whole.  Points to note are: 
The wooden cogs of the brake wheel seem to have seen little use.  This does not mean that 
there will not be breakages when the mill is next started up! 
 
The stone vat needs repair.  A number of the broken out staves are stored in the mill.  At one 
time there was no doubt a chute running from the corn bin down to the shoe which feeds into 
the eye of the runner stone.  On the face of it the bin/chute arrangements are one of the less 
satisfactory aspects of the mill, but the grain feed system will need attention later in a repair 
programme. 
 

Fig.10 The arrangements for adjusting the gap between the stones seem to be in reasonable condition, but a new 
belt will be needed to drive the stone governor. 

 
There is a hatch at the lower front of the buck to allow easier access.  It is not clear that this is currently 
removable.  If the mill is to work again it would be advisable to ensure that the hatch can be removed. 

 
Tail Ladder 
The tail ladder has been removed recently by the Friends, the upper ends of the strings having 
rotted severely to the extent that it was hanging on only by one string. 
 
There seems never to have been a tail pole fitted to the buck.  The mill was evidently turned to 
wind by lifting the foot of the ladder, and pushing it round. 
 
A replacement ladder should be built and fitted as soon as possible.  New strings should be 
provided to the old design.  It might be possible to re-use some of the old treads.  Mortise 
joints should be painted before final assembly, and preferably be assembled with a top coat of 
paint still wet.   
 
An important requirement of the tail ladder is to act as a prop for the mill in severe winds.  
The Friends should consider altering the existing arrangement of two open iron hooks to 
attach the ladder to the buck.  A more positive arrangement would be advisable, which would 
allow the ladder to act more positively as a prop.   

 
Sails 
Because of strong winds we did not attempt a close inspection of the sails.  This could be 
achieved by tying a ladder securely at about sail cross (hub) height, and inspecting the sails 
one by one.  Examples of things to look for are: 

• Damage to the cast iron cross 
• Corrosion and looseness of any ‘structural’ bolts, for example those holding the sail 

backs on to the cross 
• Any rot in the sail timbers. 

 
It is good practice for the sail bars to be assembled into the mortises in the sail whips with wet 
paint.  This helps to give the sails good survival value, and would be advised if the existing 
sails need to be replaced. 
 
The sail tip angle is small:  2½°.  It would be worth consulting old photographs for any clue as 
to whether this sail angle was always so small7. 
 
In order to maintain a reasonable peripheral speed at the millstones I would expect the sails to 
rotate at around 30 RPM to 40 RPM, for an acceptable standard of meal production at so small 
a windmill.  If the mill is to work it will be necessary to reinstate the sturdy fence around it.  I 

7 As a personal preference I’d be happier if the angle was a little greater, say 7°or 8°.  
                                                 



suggest that the fence is moved further from the mill on at least one side, to allow space to 
manoeuvre and work on heavy components within the fence.    
 
Background Information 
(Drawn from Buckland, 1994, H.J. Compton, 1976 and W.R.B Foreman, 1983.)   
 
Henry Warriner was an interesting mechanical engineer.  Born in 1819 as youngest of three 
sons of George and Sarah of Bloxham Grove, Henry was apprenticed to a firm of London 
engineers in 1837.  He soon became involved with steam ship engineering.  He had a high 
pressure oscillating steam engine built on his own account in about 1840, and in 1841 had the 
pleasure boat Firefly built at Banbury, for use on the Oxford Canal.  The engine was fitted to 
Firefly, together with a 20 to 22” Ericsson screw.  It was later transferred on to the Sor Brook.  
The engine is preserved by the Science Museum (H.J. Compton, 1976).  
 
Henry Warriner made his career with steam ships.  In his mid 20’s he was engineer on 
Neapolitan Navy steam frigates, but in 1855 joined the famous firm of Maudslay, Sons & 
Field.  He became their outdoor manager for marine engine work, not finally retiring till 1903, 
two years after Maudslay’s themselves had closed down.  Henry died in 1909. 
 
Bloxham Grove itself had passed to Henry’s oldest brother Rev George Warriner in 1845.  At 
some stage it must have been decided to upgrade the farm as a model farm, and presumably 
Henry organised the machinery.  A nice one pair steam mill driven by horizontal single 
cylinder engine was installed by the millwright and engineer John Lampitt of Banbury.  This 
still survives, largely complete8. 
 
Whether part of the model farm or not, Henry apparently designed the windmill and had it 
built about 1865.  According to his nephew G.A. Warriner, Henry was a great lover of 
windmills and spent many windy days working the windmill during holidays. 
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Caveats 
The Friends (or anyone else using these notes) need to be fully aware of the following: 
 

• These Notes are provided on a friendly and informal basis, and are not meant to be exhaustive.  
While engineering/millwrighting suggestions have been made, the Friends should be aware 
that other or additional courses of action might be advisable or preferable.     

• Please understand that the inspection made by myself and members of the Friends was brief 
and carried out in sub-optimal weather conditions: we could have missed major problems.  The 
fact that I have not mentioned particular major problems does not mean that they do not exist.  

• We are reliant on visual, surface observations.  No engineering calculations have been made.   
• Engineering or millwrighting suggestions made in these notes need to be reviewed by the 

Friends before acting on them, and the author is not responsible for any work or repairs carried 
out (or not carried out).   

 

8 Boiler missing. 
                                                 



Bloxham Grove photographs, taken on 11th January 2007 
 

 
 
Fig.1  General View, front 
 

 
 

Fig.2  General View, Side and Rear 
 



 
 

Fig.3  Detail, showing head sickness of buck, and the trestle and piers 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.4  Trestle Detail 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Fig.5  Trestle Detail 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig.6  Millwork 



 
 

Fig.7  View into Buck (from temporary ladder) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Fig 8  Side Girt, Crown Tree, and Rear Corner Posts 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.9  Showing decay in Lower Side Rail and Front Corner Post 
 
 



 
 

Fig.10  Governor, Tentering, & Removable Front Panel 


